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fficially,
summer is
just a few
days away. Too bad
the weather hasn’t
noticed this as yet.
Although it has been a
cool, wet spring,
members seem to be
using the Club and
enjoying their passion
as before.
On June 7 the Club held the gunning in of new
members on their boats, and old members with
new boats. A great tradition at QCYC. There were
a lot of happy smiling faces at the reception in the
Great Hall where they were presented with Club
burgees and the three empty shell casings from
the canon as they were gunned in.
The wine was served by your Flag officers who
all had to take the Smart Serve course to stay on
side of the Special Occasions Permit. Rumor has it
that they are all looking for part time work as bar
tenders.
The annual Spring meeting was held May 30
with each Board member updating you on his/her
portfolio followed by questions. All must be going
well as the meeting was over in record time. If you
have further questions, please don’t hesitate to
bring them forward.
Many members have contributed well in excess
of their minimum work hours. There are, however
a lot of projects which still need to be completed.
If you have unfulfilled work hours, or have some
extra time to devote to the Club, please see Don in
the office for the list of projects.
Congrats to Graham for another well run racing
program. And to Brad for organizing the
upcoming cruises. And kudos to you the
membership for participating.
Enjoy your summer. Good sailing to all.
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QCYC hosts record LOSHRS race
turnout—and brings home the gold

Q

ueen City acquitted itself wonderfully in the- pack finish on One More Time. Mark Millen,
The change reflected the flux in LOSH itself.
the first of the 2008 Lake Ontario Short racing Veloce for the first time in the series, simi- After more than a quarter of a century as a sailing
Handed Racing Series (LOSHRS).
larly finished mid-fleet in his six-boat, double- and boat-handling challenge for solo sailors, five
The club contributed 12 of the 72 boats—almost handed white-sail fleet.
years ago it allowed double-handers, hoping to per17%—to the QCYC-sponsored race. Yet QC sailors,
Organizers this year changed the race, which suade them to move to single-handed racing.
finished first in four of the 12 fleets, grabbing more Queen City has run in the past to finish in the city Instead, they viewed LOSH as a series that prothan 33% of the available gold.
after a defining tack through the Eastern Gap. vided racing with neither the demands of solo-sailIn an echo of the series’ heritage as a single-han- Concerns from sailors unfamiliar with tacking in ing nor the burden of hunting for crew.
ders’ event that QC often dominated, Steve Hills tight quarters—a routine, local-knowledge exercise
To accommodate the new element, the term “sinsailed The Wind to a first in his single-handed for island yacht club sailors—led organizers to set a gle-handed” in the series name was changed to
spinnaker division, still one of the two most course entirely outside the inner harbour. From “short handed,” entry fees were increased and
demanding fleets in the series. And Bill Eckersley south of the Island, it ran around a mark off New sponsors solicited.
sailed Gone with the Wind to a win in his sinThe transformation of the series into a slick,
gle-handed white-sail fleet.
well-run affair is a credit to the organizing
Queen City distinguished itself by concommittee. But it hasn’t been without cost.
tributing four of the seven entries in the sinVirtually all the growth has come from doublegle-handed white-sail category, considered
handers. Meantime, the number of singlethe second most difficult in the series. Veterhanded sailors, for whom the original series
an single-hander Peter Ashby, who introwas intended, has remained static or dropped.
duced many QC sailors to solo racing, sailed
Only 17 boats—fewer than 10% of the 72-boat
Golden Eye to a third. John Ball on Anne
fleet—sailed solo.
Bonny crossed the line eleven seconds ahead
The trend may well be a sign of the times.
of Assignment to take fifth.
The increased number of boats bigger than 35
In the double-handed spinnaker class, Peter
feet being sailed double-handed suggests ownBroecker skippered his J27 Messing About to
ers are uneasy with solo sailing. (This despite
victory over a fleet of larger boats. Thomas
Bill Eckersley’s success for more than a decade
King likewise triumphed with Voulez Vous
single-handing his 37-footer.)
in the white-sail double-handed fleet, ahead
Still, it would be sad if the unique challenges
of three other QC boats: Chris Jared’s Shi- Racing on the upswing? A record LOSHRS fleet for the QCYC race of single-handed racing disappeared altogethmakaze, in third place, Chris Borgal’s Sloop June 8 suggests so. But growth has changed the nature of the series er. Or if the series is further compromised:
Glen Newbury photo
du Jour in fourth and Rick Veenhuizen in
“single-handed” after all is unequivocal in its
sixth aboard Skeena.
Toronto, to the Dufferin Buoy, around the Gibraltar description; but while “short handed” currently
Pat Whetung, despite sailing the smallest boat in buoy, to finish west of the spit. Blessedly the notori- means single- or double-handed, it could just as
the other double-handed white-sail fleet, rounded ous doldrums of Humber Bay weren’t a factor in properly describe a crew of three or four on a 45out the QCYC results, with a creditable middle-of- what turned out to be basically a one-tack race.
footer.

Look out Star drivers! The next generation of Finches is here

John Finch shows 85’s Canadian transom to some US boats at
the weather mark in the Star Western Hemisphere Championship at Seneca Lake, NY in May

Jimmy Finch, 9, (above, left) dresses the part of a Star sailor. He also looks as entirely at home
crewing for his dad (above, right) as Johnny did for Big Jim. He has the Finch Star-renovating gene,
too. He and his dad restored the 43-year-old wooden Star boat they sailed in the regatta
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Board Update/News
Fleet

Membership

Gary Hoeg

A

s mentioned at
the Spring Meeting, the hull of
the Robbins underwent
some major repairs in a
relatively short period of
time. These repairs
wouldn’t have been possible without the efforts
of several members . Initially, Pete Gawa spent
considerable time welding an eight-inch strip of metal
across the entire boat-width to cover leaks near the transom. Despite his best efforts, this didn’t resolve the problem. Another team of members consisting of Wayne Lilley, Doug Harvey, Andy Oakes, and John Heath prepared a much longer area for welding, but it wasn’t
enough either. Eventually, the “A Team” consisting of
Paul Horne, Craig Robertson, and John Campbell, with
the help of a metal fabricator, cut a section out and
replaced it.
A similar crew got the AQII ready for the season. After
the engine replacement, the inside of the vessel was a
mess. Tony Pitts, Ken Rodmell, and John Fursdon gave
the boat a “once over” to ensure everything was ship
shape. Freddy Mayerhofer added his finishing touch to
the wooden hand rail on the aft deck.
Over the work party weekend, Whitney and Alison
Webster, Tom King, Manfred Sparr and Mike Darnsbrough all helped in the cleaning and painting of the
Robbins, while Ken Goodings took on electrical repairs
and installation of a GPS to replace the compass which
was virtually useless because of the metal superstructure.
Members can assist fleet operations by helping with the
lines aboard the tender. We are legally required to have
at least one member serve as crew aboard the tender
when it’s in operation. It would be helpful if members
offer assistance to the Captain whether it’s helping with
the lines when docking the vessel or keeping a proper
watch across the harbour, so that we know for certain
that our crew requirements are being met.
Any assistance is greatly appreciated, but please
remember to behave as crew. A boat can only have one
Captain! Here’s to our motley crew of Captains!

Grounds

Brad Hearn

Roz Ross

I

C

hope everyone enjoyed
this year’s Salute to
New Boats.
We
welcomed 16 new boats to
the club! It was quite the
procession and we had a
beautiful day for it
although I’m sure some of
the Board Members in their
Dress Whites may have
preferred it a tad cooler.
Thanks to radio operator Paul Horne, photographer
David Hartman (and for the fast camera switch!),
ammunition collector Moya Ashby, crows eye Frank
Bushe, chief gunner Marshal Perdue and assistant
Richard for their help.
The Salute was followed by New Members’ Night where
everyone enjoyed some fine wine and cheese (See me if
you’re hooked on the X Old White Cheddar you
sampled), dancing to a great band and of course the
highlight, meeting all the new members. It was quite the
crew—so many that the stairs couldn’t quite hold them all
and they spilled over to balcony for the group picture! It
was great to see. Many helpers made the event. A special
thanks to Gail Smith who lead the charge, Tracy Jones
who arranged the wine, the Flag Officers who obtained
their SmartServe license and kept the parched crowd’s
glasses full, HMP for the donation of the Folding Carts
for the draw, and Susan Veenhuizen for the electronic
Evites and relentless energy.
We continue to add New Members. Since the last
Clipper I’d like to welcome:
New Associate Members: Philip Hill and Kathy
MacDonald, Connie Clement, Jonathon Spencer and
Julie Chan with their two children Elizabeth and
Madeline, Cynthia MacLean with her two children
Joshua and Laura, Kristen Basmajian, Behram
Pirozshaw, Wrik Mead, John and Catherine Kinney,
Joyce Rogers, Jon Carlos Rogers, Nicole Rogers, Wilma
Fraser, Rodney Jones, Stacey Lines, and Graham Segger.
New Dry Sail Members: Angelo De Gennaro, Paul
Webster, and Tina Petitti.
New Senior Members: Jim and Dara Neundorf, Audrey
Demers, and Nels Stanfield.
Phew. And we haven’t stopped yet. I’ll have more
new members to welcome in the next Clipper.

ompliments continue to pour in
for the shrubs
and flowers concentrated at the club entrance.
Thanks to the south balcony project for funding
the bed by the stairs.
Claire Ihasz secured the
plants at a deep discount and revealed the
secret of how to cram innumerable green things into
my little Saturn. If you need flowers or plant arrangements for any occasion, visit www.ladybugflorist.com
and ask for Claire. Lynn Howells, Dave Smith, Beatrice Warren, and Doryne Peace got the project under
way while Kim Parker, Mary McMillan and John Jackson pitched in.
Moya Ashby, Stephanie Swatkow, Jacqui Cook,
Andrea McEnirney branched out around the grounds
along with Jeannie Parker. Donated plants have
helped fill in some gaps. Doryne and Anne Kotyk
found some bargain junipers which look great. Even
the garbage compound has a garden. Others have been
adding to the overall improvement.
The trick now is to keep everything watered so please
stick a finger in any container on your way to or from
the tender and stop to water. The new blue hose and
wand are for that purpose so please keep them under
the south balcony. Donation of a bucket and rope to
save city water is welcomed. It might just catch on as
an upper body-building exercise.
You might not get big bucks for your help but you do
deserve credit. Only half the people whom I know
worked on grounds have left their forms at the office
or e-mailed me. Please catch up. You could get lost in
the shuffle in October when memory might not serve.
The call for locker reports got some members to
assess need for repairs. Paint is on hand but lumber
requirements exceeded budget estimate for this season. I hope by the time you read this the board will
have approved funding for the most crucial deficiencies. Not all locker exterior repairs have been reported.
Move quickly.
Grounds continues to work with the Environment
Committee to cut waste and ensure it goes to the right
containers, which should have proper labels for toxic
materials at the compound and recycling signs posted-

Please see Grounds, page 12
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Board Update/News
Environment

Nina Nakajima

A

s previously reported, the Environment
Committee has developed a mission statement and an outline for the proposed Environmental Policy. We continue to focus on reducing waste as the priority for 2008. This month we
are reporting on recycling and hazardous waste
management. I would like to see us build on these
basics and develop strategies to prevent waste.
The wheelie blue bins have arrived. Amanda and
Simon’s recent waste audit (see next article) indicates that not all of us know about waste separation. We’ll be posting more information.
QCYC stores hazardous wastes generated by
both our clubhouse and members’ boat maintenance activities. These are periodically picked up
by the city’s Toxic Taxi program. Amanda and
Simon have overseen establishment of our Hazardous Waste Storage Area (HWSA) near the
north gate. It is laid out to accommodate the most
common types of waste and store them in a safe
and environmentally conscious way.
Several 45-gallon steel drums are labeled to segregate hazardous materials into appropriate classes. Labelling includes a list of acceptable materials
on or above each drum:
• Used gasoline and used diesel fuel – pour from
original container into drum.
• Used oil – pour from original container into
drum
• Solvents and antifreeze – place in drum in their
original container
• Paint cans – place in drum in their original container
After placing waste in the appropriate drum,
remember to replace its locking cover. Do not mix
different waste classes together in the same storage drum. This could create a dangerous situation.
For example, mixing an oxidizer (e.g. epoxy resin
hardener) with a flammable material can cause a
violent reaction. Report any spills to the Club
Manager or the Grounds Chair.
Materials not stored in drums have identifying
pictures in the area or on the container in which
they are stored such as:
• 12-volt batteries – store off ground on skid or
platform
Other batteries (alkaline/gel cell/lithium and
nickel/cadmium) – store in plastic, five-gallon,
labeled container
• Propane tanks and aerosol cans – store in a separate marked area

Auditing waste

Moorings

W

his has been a
very busy spring
so far. The new
docks, along with the
new hydro and water
lines
have
been
installed in front of the
clubhouse. My thanks
goes to Keith Aldridge
(one of our many new
members) for his
assistance installing the new water line that
services these docks.
Paul Horne, George Johnson, Jeff Imai and I
played out a scene from The Beachcombers
television program, and used the Robbins to float
three telephone poles from the city yard on
Hanlan’s Point to the club.
The poles will be fitted with floating tires strung
along and below them, based on ideas obtained
from various websites, and used as wave
dampeners for the new clubhouse docks. Dwight
Hamilton and I picked up eight of these floating
tires last week from a source in Whitby. Our
steadfast Moorings Barge Crew has already
refitted some of the tires and have installed them
as replacements for three of the missing tires on
our med moorings.
We are in the process of bringing in the
remainder of these floating tires from Whitby and
hopefully our improvised wave dampeners should
be ready for installation shortly.
Our long-term plans for the replacement of the
Yellow Dock are proceeding, based on ideas
discussed at meetings with the Planning
Committee and current Yellow Dock occupants.
The communication we have had so far with Cono-Lift (the dock manufacturer) has produced six
separate designs for a new Yellow Dock. We are in
the process of refining the designs that will best
suit our needs. While the final replacement of the
Yellow Dock is still very much “down the road,” we
now have at least taken our first tentative steps to
turn our plans into reality.
A project that still needs our attention is the
rebuilding of our existing boarding platforms. I
hope to be able to report more progress on that
item in the next Clipper.

Amanda Huxter

hat’s in our garbage? Simon and I did a
small waste audit on Sunday, June 8th
and were a bit surprised at the results.
The garbage container that we went through had
eight grocery bags of waste and assorted loose
waste. Of those, only one bag had strictly
“garbage” in it. The rest contained a significant
degree of recyclables and compostables.
In fact, we estimate that 70% (by weight) of the content was recyclables.
The largest recyclable component was boxboard.
(i.e. thin cardboard boxes used for packaging food
and consumer products etc.) But recyclables also
also included pop and beer cans, wine and liquor
bottles, paper (flyers and product tags), corrugated
cardboard, and Pringle’s cans. We found enough
recyclables in the garbage bin to fill the smaller
blue bin in the corral.
On another note, I went through the large blue bin
and found the following: three brand new large
green garbage bags, one bag of garbage, and 3 plastic grocery bags of recyclable material.
Please note: the plastic bags should be emptied
into the blue bins; then throw the bags in the
garbage. The City of Toronto does recycle items
that some of the surrounding municipalities may
or may not recycle.
To guide members we will be posting signs to clarify what can go into the blue bin. Please follow the
instructions to help us preserve the environment
so important to our life at Queen City.

Rather be Sailing?

handbag by Anne Taintor

577Queen Street West
416.869.9889
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Rick Hardy

T

Heart to heart — when and how to use the defibrillator
Dr. Peter Ashby
Cardiac arrest

Cardiac arrhythmia describes a condition of abnormal electrical
activity in the heart. The heart-beat may be too fast or too slow,
and may be regular or irregular. Some arrhythmias can result in
cardiac arrest and sudden death.
A person whose heart stops pumping becomes unconscious and
turns blue.
Without a constant flow of oxygenated blood, the brain will be
irreversibly damaged in four minutes. Other organs last longer,
but still suffer from a progressive accumulation of toxic
metabolites (summarized as “acidosis.”)
The chances of survival drop 10% for every 60 seconds of
heart arrest.
Cardio Pulmonary Resuscitation (CPR)

CPR is unlikely to restart the heart. Rather, chest compressions
done as part of CPR send a trickle of blood through the heart and vessels.
CPR is better than nothing, but not enough to prevent progressive brain damage. Its purpose is keep open the
window of opportunity for a successful resuscitation without permanent brain damage.
Whatever happens, the victim must be given oxygen and transferred to an ICU within minutes to correct the
acidosis as well as the underlying cause of the arrest. That is why 911 must have been called first.
The role of the Automatic External Defibrillator (AED)

Defibrillation may get the heart to start pumping again (if it was in “fibrillation.”)
An AED (or defibrillator) automatically diagnoses arrhythmia and evaluates whether electrical therapy can be
used to treat it. If the arrhythmia is diagnosed as “fibrillation,” the AED can introduce therapy known as
defibrillation, which stops the arrhythmia and allows the heart to establish regular rhythms.

So this is what you should do...
If there are other people around…

If you are alone...

• Take charge!
Check for safety (no live wires, victim not in water)
• Establish that the victim is unresponsive
• Point at someone and shout, “Call 911”
• Shout at someone else. “Get the defibrillator!”
• Start CPR (30 chest compressions at the rate of
100 per minute, then two breaths, repeat)
• When defibrillator arrives, apply the leads
• Give a shock if prompted by the defibrillator
• Continue CPR until EMS arrives.

• Pull a fire alarm in the club house or Call 911.
Do this first!
• Grab the defibrillator (if you can do so without
delay in beginning CPR)
• Start CPR (30 chest compressions at a rate of
100/min, then two breaths, repeat)
• Apply defibrillator leads
• Give a shock if prompted by the defibrillator
• Continue CPR until EMS arrives.
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News
Queen City’s Defibrillator (AED)

1

2

QCYC’s defibrillator is on the
east wall, to the right, just
inside the south door of the
clubhouse

3

An alarm sounds when you open the
cabinet. Take the satchel and box to the
victim
Note: opening the door does not automatically call 911. This must be done
Unzip the red box and take out the blue defibrillator.
Use the scissors to cut away victim’s clothing in chest area
If the chest is very hairy, shave the area where the
electrodes of the defibrillator will go, indicated in the
diagram on the defibrillator unit
(The satchel accompanying the defibrillator has a razor,
gloves and a face mask)

Pull the tab to open the defibrillator
Take out the two electrodes

4

Attach them to the victim as depicted on the defibrillator
(one upper right, one lower left)
Obey the prompts given by the defibrillator
Press the red button to apply a shock to the victim when
so instructed by the defibrillator
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The year at a glance
Date
Sat/Sun Jun 28-29
Tue Jul 01
Wed Jul 02
Sat Jul 05
Sat Jul 05
Wed Jul 09
Fri/Sat Jul 11- 12
Sat/Sun Jul 12-13
Sun Jul 13
Mon Jul 14
Wed Jul 16
Sat Jul 19
Wed Jul 23
Sat/Su Jul 26-27
Mon Jul 28
Mon Jul 28
Wed Jul 30
Wed Jul 30
Thu Jul 31
Sat Aug 02-03
Mon Aug 04
Wed Aug 06
Wed Aug 06
Thu Aug 07-Aug 10
Sat Aug 09
Mon Aug 11
Mon Aug 11
Wed Aug 13
Thu/Fri Aug 14-15
Sat Aug 16
Sat Aug 16-Aug 20
Wed Aug 20

Event
C&C Owners Regatta at NYC
Canada Day
Club Championship Series 2- #2
Easter Seal Regatta
Sue and Geoff’'s 35th Anniversary - Dancing
Club Championship Series 2- #3
Star 12th Districts Regatta
LORC PCYC Open
Star 12th Districts Regatta
Learn-to-Sail/Junior Club Session 2 starts
Club Championship Series 2- #4
Lake Ontario 300
Club Championship Series 2- #5
Youngstown Levels
Learn-to-Sail/Junior Club Session 3 starts
LYRA Centennial Race
Club Championship Series 2- #6
LYRA Founder's Race
LYRA Freeman Cup Race
LYRA Day Races
August Civic Holiday
Club Championship Series 2- #7
Shark Gold Cup @ABYC
CORK Offshore until Aug-10
Women Skippers Race Learn-to-Sail/Junior Club Session 4 starts
CORK Regatta (Optimists) until Aug-15
Club Championship Series 3- #1
CORK (Youth Fest)
Bob or Doug's Lobsterfest (MBE)- Dance
CORK until Aug-20
Club Championship Series 3- #2

Date
Thu Aug 21
Fri Aug 22
Sat Aug 23
Sat Aug 23
Sun Aug 24
Wed Aug 27
Fri Aug 29
Sat Aug 30
Sun Aug 31
Sun Aug 31
Mon Sep 01
Tue Sep 02
Wed Sep 03
Sat Sep 06 - Sep 07
Sun Sep 07
Sun Sep 07
Wed Sep 10
Sat Sep 13
Sat/Sun Sep 13-14
Wed Sep 17
Sat Sep 20
Sun Sep 21
Sat Sep 27
Mon Sep 29
Sat Oct 04
Sun Oct 05
Mon Oct 13
Sat/Sun Oct 18-19
Sat Oct 25
Sun Oct 26
Mon Oct 27
Sun Nov 09
Fri Dec 05

Event
CORK Classes until Aug-24
Junior Club Banquet
LORC EYC Open & EYC Levels
LOSHRS Race 4 @PCYC
LORC EYC Open & EYC Levels
Club Championship Series 3- #3
Kids camp out - Corn & Weenie Roast
Pig Roast Afternoon / Evening – Dance
Deadline for Award nominations
Heritage Day Potluck on the American Side
Labour Day
Fall Tender Schedule begins
Club Championship Series 3- #4
LORC - QCYC/NYC Open @ QCYC
LORC - QCYC/NYC Open @ QCYC
Shark Gold Cup @ABYC
Club Championship Series 3- #5
LORC Argosy Rose Bowl (NYC)
LOSHRS Race 5/6 PCYC to DYC; DYC to PCYC
Club Championship Series 3- #6
LORC Donald Summerville (ABYC)
Champion of Champions
Last Chance Cup - Awards Banquet - Dance
Late Fall Tender Schedule
LORC Boswell (RCYC)
Scrabble Tournament
Thanksgiving
Haul-out - Daily flag raising stops
Haul-out -- Pot Luck
Haul-out - And/or Work Party
Snow Bird Tender Schedule
Last day of Tender Service
Annual General Meeting

Talented Island photographer Sean Tamblyn captures the city floating in a late spring fog bank. To see more of Sean’s spectacular work go to www.seantamblyn.com
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Learning to love (and fix) the Atomic 4
Rob Mazza discovers an electricity-free machine-shop with an affinity for the venerable engine

O

wners of boats powered by a venerable
Atomic Four who think of the 40-something year-old engine design as being from
the horse and buggy era might not be too far from
the truth, according to Rob Mazza.
Rob, brother of QCYC’s Ron and the designer
responsible for many of C&C’s biggest hits, owns
an Atomic-equipped Corvette (the boat, not the
car) that he keeps near his New Jersey home. To
learn more about the engine, he recently attended
a seminar given by A-4 guru Don Moyer owner of
Moyer Marine (http://www.moyermarine.com), a
premier source of Atomic parts and tech tips that
Moyer Marine recommends a seven-micron fuel filter
is based in Lancaster, PA.
Rob came away impressed by Moyer’s knowledge between the fuel pump and carburetor
and his company’s capability to rejuvenate
engines, make parts and even supply virtually new
Atomic Fours (for $4,000.)

Amish machinists, working without electricity, handle
Moyer Marine’s Atomic Four rebuilds and new part
manufacturing

But Rob admits he was unprepared for the company’s method of operation. ”The biggest surprise,”
he says, “was that all the machining, rebuilding
and spare-part production, and systems improvements are done by this cottage-industry of Amish
machinists, operating hydraulically powered boring machines, shapers, lathes, etc. – no electricity.
“Don had to use his own Honda generator to
power his laptop and digital projector to illustrate
the talk with photos.”
Rob reports that the session was worthwhile
and passes along a few nuggets he picked up. Don
Moyer, for instance, maintains that no harm is
done using unleaded fuel in an Atomic Four.
Moyer also recommends equipment such as that
pictured at right, installed on an Amish-rebuilt
Atomic Four engine.

A by-pass valve, ahead of the thermostat in the
cooling system, ensures coolant goes through the
engine and facilitates winterizing with anti-freeze

An electric fuel pump and electronic ignition (here
without distributor cap) can be retrofitted. Moyer
sells both, but doesn’t recommend either over the
original equipment unless access is problematic
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New group to
aid cruisers

A

virtual organization has been
formed to promote sailing around
Lake Ontario.
The Lake Ontario Club Cruising Association
(LOCCA) is a non-profit organization whose
mission is to enhance and support yacht club
cruising programs, provide a platform to
discuss issues of importance to boaters, their
respective yacht clubs and to hosting clubs, as
well as help coordinate cruises on Lake
Ontario.
To help accomplish this mission, a website
has been created to provide boaters on Lake
Ontario with information on clubs they can
visit around Lake Ontario. The website has
recently been enhanced with more information
and functionality to assist sailors in finding a
cruising destination that fits their
requirements.

A map of the lake on the website is separated
into zones around Lake Ontario. Clicking on a
zone brings information on all all yacht clubs
within the zone.

To help boaters plan their cruises, the site provides potential space availability at each of the
member clubs on any given weekend during the
cruising season. The information is kept up to
date by the member clubs throughout the year.
To further help you find a suitable destination
for your upcoming weekend sail or extended
cruising vacation, a search feature has been
added to the site. You can specify when you
would like to cruise and how far away you would
like to travel. The site’s search engine generates a
list of clubs that fit your cruising criteria.
The association currently includes 31 clubs on
Lake Ontario and the St. Lawrence, from
Brockville to Hamilton, and includes both US
and Canadian yacht clubs. The website is located at www.locca.org

Board Update/News
Entertainment

Vice Commodore

Planning

ur boats are in
the water, we’re
planning a few
cruises, racing has started
and we’re enjoying weekends with our ‘family barbeques’ and staying
aboard. The club is in full
swing. The Fleet Captain,
House Chair, Treasurer,
and Vice Commodore as
members of the management committee have contributed long hours towards the
daily operations. We welcome back Felipe Cruzat who
will be assisted this summer by Kerry Van Der Ladnen
with the cleaning and maintenance of our vintage clubhouse and lovely grounds. Ross Edmonson will be around
from time to time as our handyman. The tender schedules
are set for the season and the usage is always being monitored to optimize service. New captains Whitney and
Paul have been attending courses and training with new
captain Andrew who brings his experience training others. Long winter hours invested by Gary Hoeg have paid
off with the smooth operations of the tenders.
June is month eight in our fiscal year. Your treasurer
conducts a budget review for this year and starts the
process that guides us towards setting the budget for coming year. (Fiscal year end is Sept. 30.) So far, we’re reassured we’re on target for operations.
This is a friendly reminder that members are asked to
refrain from directing the staff, including the tender captains. All complaints and suggestions are taken by the
manager or any member of the management committee.
Board members are constantly thanking the membership. That’s because things would not happen if it wasn’t
for your participation. The self-help philosophy at Queen
City has been a large part of our culture and successes.
(See OUR PHILOSOPHY at www.qcyc.ca). Self-help means
many things, but thre is no denying that the club succeeds
on the collective efforts of the membership. We depend
on members like Lynn Kaak, our organizer of work parties. Ken, her husband, insists he is only her support during work parties. In the last days before their ‘final departure’, she and Ken were still volunteering. Ken took time
to instruct and examine members in the Maritime Radio
Course. Ken and Lynn, you’ve been great members and
we’ll miss you.
Over 40 members attended our Safety Day organ-

O

lanning Committee
started the year with
me as Chair and
Mary Partridge, Brian
Chung and Ted Doyle as
the rest of the Committee.
We keep Geoff Heathcote
informed of our activities
but so far he has resisted
taking the bait. After the
inspirational presentation
at the Spring Meeting by the planning chair (you had to
be there) the group has grown to include Nancy (that will
teach you to ask a question at a meeting) Moore, Chris
Borgal, Dwight Hamilton, and Dianne Taylor.
The planning role at Queen City has evolved into assisting the Board in identifying, tracking, and prioritizing
needed and desired capital projects around the club. The
reality is that QCYC has a greater capital plant than can
be easily maintained by the historic size of its membership. There are never enough dollars available each year
to do everything that should be done. More members
would make it easier, and we have done well in recent
years in increasing those numbers. But without additional moorings, there is a finite limit to the membership
growth. That being the case, there is a need to prioritize
the capital spending each year at the club to ensure that
high priority projects get funded each year but that long
term projects are not forgotten.
This is accomplished through the Short-Term Plan
developed by the planning committee each year and presented to the out going Board each fall. This plan consists
of those projects identified as high priority by the planning committee. Priority projects are identified as either
those involving public safety or those essential to the
operation of the club. The Board then reviews that plan
based on available funding and approves a Short-Term
Plan for the following year as a guide for the new Board.
However, identifying and tracking those projects is a very
dynamic process and the Short-Term Plan is, therefore, a
living document. New projects, not identified at the time
of the approval of the Short-Term Plan, can suddenly
materialize, such as the funding of the new engine for the
Algonquin Queen II. At the same time, other projects
identified as high priority in the fall, such as a new locker
block, upon further analysis, can drop off the plan. The
planning committee is presently working closely with the
Board to develop a revised Mid-Year Plan, based on the

Please see Vice commodore, page 12

Please see Planning, page 12

Pat Whetung

Ron Mazza

Susan Veenhuizen

P

ueen City has
been a busy
place
this
spring with a number
of functions for
everyone to enjoy.
From Chili Challenge,
to Sailpast, Texas
Hold ‘em, Lynn and
Ken's going away
party and finally our
annual Salute to New Yachts and New Members
Night, it's been a full calendar.
Saturday June 7th was a memorable day. The
weather was perfect and it was quite a sight to see
many club members on the balcony to watch the
parade of new boats. Membership chair, Brad
Hearn gave the gun to a record number of new
yachts as they each sailed past the club house.
Commodore Jim Thorndycraft, Vice Commodore
Pat Whetung and Rear Commodore Graham
Dougall were there to give each boat their official
salute.
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QC welcomes new boats to the club

Not all who were in the line up were new
members. Quite a few of the boats belonged to
members who simply decided to go up a foot or
two–an affliction also known as “two-footitis.”
Later everyone arrived at the Great Hall for the
wine and cheese reception. It was nice to see a
large turnout to support this special event. I'm
sure our new members will have a lasting
memory of their welcoming party.
The next party to look forward to will be Geoff
and Suzy Heathcote's 35th Wedding Anniversary
on Saturday, July 5th. The Heathcotes are inviting
us all to join them in the Great Hall for an
evening of dancing to the music of Phlo, the band
that entertained us at the Milestone Party last
July.
See you at the club.

Bahamian Delivery
QCYC’s Captain Dave Mathews does his best to make winter deliveries of big cats sound like work,

C

rash. Bang. Thump It is a dark night. We
are off the Florida Keys northbound in the
axis of the gulf stream, and it is rough –
really challenging. This big new catamaran is
smashing through the waves, GPS indicating 12
knots. Conventional wisdom states that one
should not venture out here with a component of
north in the wind, against the north-flowing current, yet here we go with 20 knots of breeze and rising, slowly clocking from WNW to NW. Think
Yacht Delivery and Charter Schedules!
Our 64-foot gaff schooner catamaran is now well
overpowered, and I cup my hand at Sid the helmsman’s ear: “We’ve got to get these sails down!”
BANG – a new emergency. It’s the dinghy. Lifting
arrangements below the davits have parted and the
inflatable is now hanging by a thread—the safety
line we secured to the transom near the outboard.
Random thoughts: “Why do these things always
happen at Oh-Dark-Thirty?”
I get the engines started and bring Sandpiper
head-to-wind. The rest of the crew scrambles on
deck bleary-eyed. Motion eases as I creep into the
seas at two knots. With the jib furled the fully-battened foresail and main become quiet as my crew of
four wrestles to get a tow-line secured to the inflatable—not an easy task while it bounces about in the
dark, bow down, hanging in the seas by one line.
Two hours later, all is well. Inflatable is back, there
is a good distance on a long tow line. The starboard
dagger board which had become jammed in the
down position is now fully up. We proceed motorsailing under reduced canvas toward the Gun Cay
lighthouse, now appearing dead ahead. Mr. Sun
makes his appearance just in time to permit eyeball
navigation through the narrow channel between
Gun and Cat Cays, passing from the turbulent gulf
stream onto the much calmer Great Bahama Bank.
Inquiring minds might ask: “What is this project,
exactly?” Well, catamaran Sandpiper, by wellknown designer Nigel Irens, had just been completed in Key West by Walter Schurtenberger’s
Multihull Technologies. Our crew has agreed to
deliver her ASAP from Florida, via the Bahamas to
Providenciales, or “Provo,” in the Turks and Caicos
Islands, where she is to enter high-end charter
service. My 30 years of familiarity with these beautiful but dangerous waters is to be passed along to
recently married crew members Oli and Lucy, both
31, who will take over operations. They have plenty of energy for this project, a life-long dream. Oli
hails from France and Lucy from the UK.

The rest of the ship’s company includes, Bill, a
lawyer from Windsor who is with Sail Provo, and
Trapper Sid. Sid, our most colourful member
espouses the simple life: running trap lines, panning for gold, sailing his fast multihull, chasing
women, drinking rum and shooting fish.
Sandpiper is different from most current Nigel
Irens multihull designs. Although possessing a
“go-fast” underbody with big boards, she has a very
traditional sheer, no central cabin, and the dramatic silhouette of a gaff-rigged schooner with outboard rudders. LOA is 64 feet, beam 30 feet, and
power by way of a pair of 100 HP turbo Yanmar
diesels and a Northern Lights generator. The latter
item keeps thing lit up, including four air conditioners, watermaker/icemaker and a 24 volt house

battery bank which powers the six electric winches,
two anchor windlasses, and after converting to 12
volts – the remainder of the many systems on
board. She is custom built to a high level of finish –
very easy on the eyes.
On these big multihulls, looking aft while on the
wind, you can usually see the wake coming off at a
large angle, indicating lots of leeway. In this case
however, the really big daggerboards do their job
well, extending 7 feet past the bottom. The scary
part however is the thought of maybe striking
something unyielding at speed, with these strong
boards riding in cases without crash-boxes. So the
mental checklist does feature “boards-up” prominently, approaching land, to reduce draft to a normal value. Also of interest is the lack of any tracks

on the masts – just the usual pads for gaffs with
parrels and boom goosenecks, plus a spiral lacing
through all the luff grommets. This is just as traditional as hoops, and surprisingly does work OK,
even with the full battens. No scandalizing a rig
with full battens, however, since they would get
snapped. Using six powerful electric winches does
pose hazards, when amateur crew man those pushbuttons, since lines could be parted. Our transit of
the shallow waters off the Bahamas went without
major glitches, although an after-dark entry during
cocktail hour to the harbour at Normans Cay
entertained the many boats moored in the narrow
and crowded anchorage channel. We had just
caught the edge of the port-side sandbar, so it took
a bit of time to wiggle off the shallow spot. Our story: “ We needed to know the exact depth reading
when the boat touches bottom!”
I mentioned to Oli and Lucy the long list of
enjoyable Bahamian highlights we were racing
past. These included some of my favourites such as
Camp Driftwod on Shroud Cay, Thunderball Grotto at Staniel, the Exuma Land and Sea Park for
snorkeling, George Town Harbour for socializing,
Conception Island for scuba, the big caves at
Clarence Town and Landrail Point . . . Nope, not
sufficient time to check these out! This wasn’t your
your casual gunkholing cruise. We took only five
days and five nights, pretty much non-stop, except
to change fuel filters in Attwood Harbour in Acklins Island when Sid slid into the water and shot a
nice fish for the table. Trolling we brought some
tasty big fish aboard as well. And yes we did have
the Wasabi, the Soy, and the Ginger for our sushi!
The common impression of many boating folks is
that the waters of the Bahamas are reef-strewn and
shallow. The actual situation is a bit different. By
timing passages to avoid shallow areas in the dark,
it’s not that hard to work through the islands. Of
course it helps to have a good crew and a big sturdy
vessel.
George Town, Exumas, while very enjoyable, is
a cul-de-sac. To get further down-island Long
Island forms a barrier across the desired track,
which is upwind. With some justification, George
Town has earned the moniker “Chicken Harbour.”
A good number of cruisers each winter season
seem to get just that far, work their anchors in
well, and simply hang out. There are even
rumours that they all belong to the Flat Earth
Society, and the Edge is just to the South, past the
Tropic of Cancer.

Please go to Delivery, page 12
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Delivery, from page 11

Vice Commodore, from page 10

Finally reaching our destination, coming through
the reef entrance towards Turtle Cove, Providenciales, Turks and Caicos, the crew enjoyed a bit of
fan-fare as we worked our way through the
marina’s narrow entrance channel. Many friendly
faces lined the pier as we hoisted the yellow flag
and waited for arrival of Customs.
Our 650-mile transit of the intervening islands of
the Bahamas had gone well. A predicted strong
cold front struck just two hours after our arrival
with very large seas crashing over the outer reef.
Conclusion: “Mathews’ Horseshoes Still Work!”

ized by Peter Ashby. The defibrillator was our
focus this year. Although we received $1,500 from
The Mikey Network, its grant was conditional on
matching funds through club fund-raising. (Not
operational funds) Educational courses and personal donations have helped, but we still need
$1,000. Please support this important cause. Your
donations are accepted in the office.
Another successful season depends on an
involved membership and it’s looking great for
2008!

Tender captain Dave spends the cold-weather portion
of the year delivering boats to southern waters. Last
season he did the trip described above. He can be
reached at www.yachtsales.com/mathews

Become part of
a Lake Ontario Classic
Hosted by Whitby YC
Course and distance racing

Dave Mathews claims his winter job delivering
catamarans in the Caribbean is work. But it doesn’t
always look like it.

A new Island neighbourr.

A young doe, believed to have swum from the spit,
has been roaming the Island. Parks and Rec has
no plans to add hunting to the Island recreational
calendar—yet. Watch for guns and dogs on ferries.

Blue’s Anatomy: Thomas King and Pat
Whetung, wonder where the torso went. More
than 40 members attended the seminar to learn
how to operate the new defibrillator.

July 30 to August 3, 2008

Grounds, from page 4
around the club. Please read the info and place your
recycle items accordingly. Guidelines may differ from
where you live. Stuff tossed in the wrong bin makes an
unpleasant sorting task for our maintenance guys.
Storage space is a problem and the planning committee
is auditing the needs for all departments. Meanwhile,
keep in mind that your items should be stored in your
locker, boat or in the appropriate area i.e. dinghy rack,
paint/fuel shed, cradle, not around the grounds; all
items should be clearly identified with some kind of permanent device, tag, or stencil. Thanks to everyone
struggling with inadequate bike parking. New racks are
in the works.
The leaning tower of power, the south gate utility pole,
is on the list for replacement this season. A work party
to hoist a new pole will be announced in coordination
with replacing the electrical panel and box.
Finally, it’s good to see that when you’re not out on the
water, you can enjoy the views around the club grounds.
Thanks for your support.

Planning, from page 10
previous Short Term Plan but incorporating new information and priorities.
The most recent initiative of the planning committee is
an evaluation of the club’s storage needs and facilities.
There are presently a large number of rooms and out
buildings scattered about the club used for a wide variety of storage needs. Many of these buildings are nearing the end of their useful lives and need replacement.
Recent and envisioned modifications to the main clubhouse both create new storage space and displace existing. And what is all that stuff piled in those rooms anyway? How long has it been there, who’s is it, and is it
really needed anymore? We need to evaluate what we’ve
got, then compare that with what we need, then figure
out some options to make it all work better, and then
figure out how much it might cost to improve it.
That’s what the planning committee does. Pretty neat,
eh?
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www. lyrawaters.org/

The way we were
Chris Jared’s discovery of a New York Times story circa 1891 sheds new light on QCYC’s role in the
development of racing on Lake Ontario.

A

report turned up by Queen City’s Chris Jared in the New York
Times’ morgue indicates that QCYC’s racing heritage is older than
suspected. According to the Times story, Queen City hosted at least
part of the Lake Yacht Racing Association’s regatta in 1891, a mere three
years after its own founding.
As it turns out, the story also contradicts LYRA’s historical account.
According to LYRA, QC didn’t become a member until 1893. Its records
(which it admits have gaps) indicate that the 1891 regatta was held at
Hamilton YC. But the Times story suggests otherwise.
In fact, there’s some evidence some of Queen City’s founders were also
involved in creating LYRA, one of the oldest yacht-racing groups in North
America.
LYRA’s history sets its founding in 1884 at the Toronto YC.
TYC subsequently merged with RCYC, another LYRA
founding club, in 1889. But LYRA’s history,
written in 1962, fails to note QCYC’s
founding the same year. In fact,
it has long been a part
of QCYC’s lore
that its
founders
included former
Toronto YC
members who
decided not to join
RCYC.
Whatever the date that
QCYC joined LYRA, its
members doubtless included
some former Toronto YC
members who participated in
LYRA’s creation. And in any
event, QC subsequently played a
significant role in developing the
racing series.
Queen City’s indefatigable founding
Commodore Tommy World, in addition
to serving as the club’s commodore for
15 years, also presided over LYRA for six
years, including five in a row in the late 1920s.
Blake Van Winckle, a five-time QC commodore for whom a distance race
in the LORC series is named, served as secretary of LYRA for 16 years,
under no less than nine presidents. His power boat, wonderfully named
Rip II, served as the committee boat for some years. For good measure,
another QC commodore, Arn Gorman, spent two years as president of
LYRA.
A little sadly, 124-year-old LYRA is often overlooked by racers, despite
offering a nice mixture of distance and course races. (This year Whitby YC
is host. See Events, page 8, for races and dates.)
It’s also a little sad that sailing doesn’t get the press it once did, Chris
laments. “It’s cool that our races were reported in the New York Times...,”
he says “We don’t even get into the Sun these days.”

The Times story from
1891 (above left) confirms that
QCYC, ran at least a major race in one of the most important
regattas on the lake when the club was only three years old. LYRA’s
history (above, right) names Toronto YC as one of its founding clubs.
TYC members, who defected when it merged with RCYC in 1889,
were founders of QCYC the same year.
Top right, program cover from LYRA 1969 at QCYC
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Supporters of QCYC

Design.
Print.
Web.
• 20 years experience
• QCYC members always discounted

283 College St., 2nd Floor, Toronto

416.423.8492

glen@newburyng.com www.newburyng.com

The AQII’s a star. The Toronto International Boat Show organizers used the
AQII as a backdrop for a picture of the ceremonial cheque made out to charity.
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Welcoming new boats and members to QCYC
A record number of new members for 2008 made the cannon salute of the afternoon and New Members’ Night an unqualified success

Membership chair Brad Hearn and his wife Arlene have
reason to be happy. Brad’s outstanding recruiting has
resulted in a host of new members

It’s early enough on New Members’ Night that Keith Aldridge
still has his own name tag. But it’s only a matter of time
before he will wind up with someone else’s

Flag officers and board members oversaw the cannon salute
of a record number of new boats

Alison Webster, Paul Nelson and Kristin Basmadjian enjoy a
libation while celebrating arrival of new boats

A longer staircase needed? Fitting all the new members in
for the traditional picture on the stairs proved difficult this
year, but a nice problem to have

Nancy Moore and Mary Margaret Crapper welcome Islander
Connie Clement to QCYC as an associate member
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Tender Schedule

Restaurant & Bar
Mon. Tues
Wed
Thur
Fri
Sat
Sun
Holidays
Mon
Tues
Wed
Thur
Fri
Sat
Sun
Holidays

May-September

Bar

Closed
5pm-9pm
5pm-10pm
5pm-9pm
5pm-10pm
9am-10pm
9am-9pm
9am-9pm

May 5 to September 1 — All times are departures from City — Pier 6.
Deduct 15 minutes for Club Departures.
Tickets (members only) $6/10 for $50 @ Office. No one-way fares. Every effort will be made to post last minute changes on the Flash,
www.qcyc.ca and at the club office at 416.203.0929

Closed
4pm-9pm
3pm-11pm
4pm-9pm
4pm-11pm
Noon-11pm
Noon-9pm
Noon-9pm

AM

Mon
8:15
* 8:45
R 10:15

PM

R12:15
R2:15
R3:15
4:15
5:15
6:15
7:15
8:15
9:15
10:15

AM

Tue
8:15
* 8:45

Wed
8:15
* 8:45

Thu
8:15
* 8:45

Fri
8:15
* 8:45

R10:15 R10:15
R11:15
R12:15 R12:15
R1:15
R2:15 R2:15
R3:15
3:15
4:15
4:15
4:45
5:15
5:15
5:45
6:15
6:15
7:15
7:15
8:15
8:15
9:15
9:15
9:45
10:15 10:15
10:45
11:15

R10:15

6:15
7:15
8:15
9:15

R10:15
R11:15
12:15
1:15
2:15
3:15
4:15
4:45
5:15
5:45
6:15
7:15
8:15
9:15

10:15

10:15

12:15
R2:15
3:15
4:15
5:15

11:15
12:15

Sat
8:15

Sun
8:15

Holiday
8:15

9:15
10:15
11:15
12:15
1:15
2:15
3:15
4:15

9:15
10:15
11:15
12:15
1:15
2:15
3:15
4:15

9:15
10:15
11:15
12:15
1:15
2:15
3:15
4:15

5:15

5:15

5:15

6:15
7:15
8:15
9:15

6:15
7:15
8:15
9:15

6:15
7:15
8:15
9:15

10:15

10:15

10:15

11:15 *** 11:15
12:15
** 1:15

*8:45am weekdays begins July 2 ** 1:15 special events only ***11:15pm Sunday when followed
by a holiday R=Robbins freight run

Amanda Huxter caught the gods shining down on Queen
City on June 12 to win the jug of beer for Picture of the
Month, courtesy Rear Commodore Graham Dougall.

Picture of the Month
Contest!
Got a shot that represents the Queen City spirit ?
Send it along. Starting in June we’ll award the
monthly winner a free jug of beer.
Winners also become eligible for the Annual
QCYC Best Photograph!
Send photo (at least 500k jpeg, please) to communications@qcyc.ca
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